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Easter Bunny Kids Notebook: Easter Gifts Presents
for Kids / Children - Non Chocolate ( Ruled
Notebook with White Rabbit, Butterfly, Ladybird,
Bug, Bee, Chicks, Daffodils Eggs )
By Smart Bookx

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Kids Easter Gifts [ Softback Notebook $5.50 /
3.59 ] This sweet little smART bookx notebook makes the perfect alternative to a chocolate gift at
Easter time. A cute white bunny celebrates its stash of colorful eggs beneath the Spring daffodils.
Butterflies, chicks, a ladybird and a bug are all hiding in the picture waiting to be found by children
with keen eyes, and there s a giant smiling bumble bee on the back cover. Cover: Tough matte
paperback. Dimensions: 20.3 x 12.7 cm / 8 x 5 inches. (A touch smaller than A5 but much bigger than
A6 - it fits easily in a bag but not in a pocket.) Interior: 95 pages of good quality white paper, all
wide-ruled with 23 lines to a page. [Please note: This is a plain ruled notebook. There is no internal
content pertaining to animals or Easter. We advise customers to use the search inside facility before
purchasing.] Similar Products: We have several notebooks in our Kids n Teens series . and over 100
other designs including travel, wildlife, fine...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd
Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko
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